Solid state regenerative amplifiers have proved to be a reliable source for producing stable millijoule pulses as short as a few picoseconds at repetition rates ranging from a few hertz to several kilohertz. Here we report on the operation of a cw pumped Nd:YLF regenerative amplifier that uses a convex-concave design to optimize output energy and stability while minimizing the energy density on critical intracavity optical components. The amplifier yields stable 5-mJ 40-ps pulses at 700 Hz and has achieved 1-mJ output at a 3.5-kHz repetition rate. Results and analysis of the beam profile and contrast ratio for this system are also presented. Our results are contrasted to the general design considerations of regenerative amplifiers.
Introduction
In recent years there has been work directed toward the development of a unique class of solid state optical amplifiers capable of producing high gain and repetition rates in the kilohertz regime. This class of lasers has become known as regenerative amplifiers. The pioneering work of Lowdermilk and Murrayl" 2 laid the foundations for amplifying picosecond IR pulses to nearly a millijoule with a regenerative amplifier. In their scheme, a single pulse from a mode-locked Nd:YAG laser was seeded into a pulsed flashlamp pumped Nd:YAG regenerative amplifier, where it made several passes through the gain medium before being cavity dumped. The single pass gain within the amplifier cavity was kept low allowing the seed pulse to make -100 passes before reaching the saturation limit.
It is the multipass operation of this system which makes it distinctive from conventional traveling wave amplifiers. A significant advance in high repetition rate performance of a regenerative amplifier was made by Duling et al. 3 4 when they demonstrated the cw pumped operation of a Nd:YAG amplifier. Other groups 5 -7 have reported on further developments in Nd:YAG regenerative amplifiers. Recently, Bado et al. 8 have reported on the 500-Hz operation of a Nd:YLF regenerative amplifier. As predicted by theory, 9 Nd:YLF proved to be more efficient as a gain medium in a regenerative amplifier as compared to Nd:YAG. Its broader bandwidth, weaker thermal lensing, stronger natural birefringence, and polarized oscillations result in shorter pulses and more efficient operation in the lowest-order Gaussian mode, TEMOO.
We report here on an optimized cavity design for a cw pumped Nd:YLF regenerative amplifier system capable of operating at kHz repetition rates. This design has produced 5-mJ, 40-ps, 1.05-,gm radiation at 700 Hz and operates at repetition rates as high as 3.5 kHz. Special emphasis is placed on the analysis of the mode quality and contrast ratio of the amplifier's output. Moreover, the system provides stable output with little day-to-day alignment required and is ideally suited as a high repetition rate pump source for tunable amplifiers.
General Design Considerations
A regenerative amplifier's operational parameters make it distinct from a conventional single-pass amplifier in many aspects of performance. For one, the regenerative amplifier should be viewed as a stable, high-Q resonator capable of producing gain for multiple passes of a single seed pulse. Obviously, the choice of resonator design, gain medium, and mode of operation will greatly influence the ultimate performance of such a system. In fact, regenerative amplifiers that have been reported on so far have a spectrum of output characteristics and operating conditions. In this section, we will contrast these various choices by describing the advantages and disadvantages of each.
In principle, the physical and optical properties of the amplifying medium determine the output characteristics of an amplifier. The pulse width, energy, and the possible repetition rate depend upon the properties of the material being used like bandwidth, thermal conductivity, radiative lifetime, etc. For high repetition rate operation (>500 Hz), a material with a high thermal conductivity is required. The well-known problems associated with the low thermal conductivity of Nd:glass exclude its use in a high repetition rate system. However, Nd:YAG is one material that has been used successfully as a gain medium in kHz regenerative amplifiers. 2 4 5 " 1 0 A typical output of a Nd:YAG regenerative amplifier would be a 90-ps, 1-mJ pulse at a 1-kHz repetition rate. However, Nd:YAG has some major disadvantages for reliable regenerative amplifier operation. Its strong thermal birefringence results in the unwanted coupling of substantial power out of the cavity through intracavity polarizing optics. Also, Nd:YAG exhibits strong thermal lensing as a function of the pump power and repetition rate. This lensing limits the dynamic range of operation since the Nd:YAG rod is effectively a thermally sensitive lens. Thus, the cavity must be optimized for a particular loading of the amplifier, i.e., repetition rate and pump power. A superior material for use in a high repetition rate regenerative amplifiers 8 is Nd:YLF because of its better optical and thermal properties. Its physical characteristics include a three times larger bandwidth and longer lifetime than Nd:YAG, and a much lower value for thermally induced lensing and birefringence. Its stimulated emission cross section is within 30-50% to that of YAG. All these properties lead to an output whose temporal pulse width is three times shorter than YAG, substantially lower losses through the intracavity polarizers, a lower lasing threshold and, most importantly, an amplifier capable of operating over a wide range of thermal loading.
A final consideration for general design of a regenerative amplifier is the method of pumping, that is, cw or pulsed flashlamps. For high repetition rates, cw operation has many advantages. The most obvious advantage is the absence of any pulsed power supplies which are inherently cumbersome. In fact, for the cw pumped system described here, the repetition rate is currently limited to 3.5 kHz by the electrooptic material. This represents a significantly less severe technological limit than high repetition rate flashlamp power supplies. A more subtle but equally important advantage of cw pumping is the mode quality and stability of the output. The mode quality of the amplified output depends on the time the seed pulse is allowed to remain in the regenerative amplifier to define its transverse spatial mode. This time or number of passes is determined by the characteristics of the amplifier which is directly dependent .upon the buildup time of the Qswitched envelope within the amplifier cavity. Physically, this corresponds to the time of maximum photon density in the amplifier cavity. The buildup time, Tb, will depend on the pump rate, the higher the gain or initial population inversion in the amplifier, the shorter the Tb. Consequently, the seed pulse experiences fewer passes before reaching saturation. Consider the following numerical example. The Q-switch buildup time is given by, 11
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25 XT (1) where T = 2L/c is the round-trip time in the amplifier cavity, &, is the fractional power loss per round trip due to cavity losses, and r is defined as the ratio of the initial population inversion at Q-switching to the threshold inversion after Q-switching. For a typical regenerative amplifier cavity T = 10 ns and 6, = 0.1. Consider a pulsed flashlamp pumped system operating in the high gain limit, r 200. This yields a value for
. 29 (0) 3.18 (7) 1.91(89) 0.89 (170)j Tb -10 ns or one round trip. By contrast, a cw pumped regenerative amplifier operating at low gain, r 4, has a buildup time Tb 830 ns or 83 round trips. Clearly, the seed pulse will spend a significantly longer time in the cw pumped amplifier cavity which, in turn, will result in a better defined transverse mode structure. Likewise, the pulse-to-pulse stability will also benefit from this scheme, since the long buildup time is less sensitive to fluctuations in the pump power or cavity instabilities. It is important to note that in both examples the maximum output energy is similar, since the cavity is usually limited by the peak power damage threshold. The following sections will exemplify these advantages as they pertain to our cw pumped Nd:YLF regenerative amplifier system.
Ill. Experimental

A. Apparatus
The oscillator, as shown in Fig. 1 , is a Quantronix model 496, cw pumped mode-locked Nd:YLF laser producing 40-ps, 80-nJ, 1.053-am pulses at 100 MHz. Two 5% beam splitters (BS1 and BS2) are used to seed <1%, 100 pJ, of this output into the regenerative amplifier. A Faraday rotator (FR), with an extinction ratio of >1000:1, in conjunction with the beam splitters provides sufficient optical isolation between the oscillator and the amplifier. This isolation is necessary to provide stable operation and protection of the modelocked laser against amplifier feedback. A half wave plate (WP1) provides control over the polarization of the seed pulses. Furthermore, since the seed pulses are coupled into the amplifier through a polarizer (P1), rotation of the wave plate (WP1) provides control over the input energy of the seed pulses. It should be noted that >90% of the oscillator output is available for frequency doubling for subsequent synchronous pumping of a mode-locked dye laser. -TIME ( 50 nsec / division Fig. 2 . Fast photodiode output from <1% resonator leakage through mirror Ml during regenerative amplifier operation excluding cavity dumping. Each successive peak is the single trapped pulse changing in amplitude as it returns to mirror Ml. The separation between peaks is 10.5 ns, the round-trip time in the amplifier's resonator. The temporal envelope is the Q-switch pulse buildup and decay curve.
The cavity design of the regenerative amplifier is a convex-concave resonator. This configuration was chosen to provide stable operation with regard to mechanical and thermal fluctuations and to minimize the energy density on critical optical components. The resulting transverse mode distribution along the propagation direction is tapered. The maximum beam diameter is located at the concave mirror while the waist is located outside the cavity. Optical components with the lowest damage threshold are therefore located at the concave mirror side of the cavity. The values listed in Fig. 1 are the beam diameters at the e-2 intensity values at the various components. The concave mirror (Ml) is a high reflector, 99.8% R, with a 200-cm radius of curvature. Three 120-cm convex partial reflectors (M2) with reflectivities of 88, 97, and 99% were used to characterize the system. The gain medium was a wedged-faced 4-mm diam X 104-mm long Nd:YLF rod housed in a Quantronix model 117 single lamp head. An aperture located 22 cm from mirror M2 provides sufficient selectivity for TEMoo mode operation. An intracavity cylindrical lens is used to correct for astigmatism and asymmetry distortions in the output beam. 12 Various cavity lengths were tested and an optimum length was determined for best contrast ratio to be that which provided a 10.5-ns round-trip time. A pair of Brewster angle dielectric polarizers (P1 and P2) operating in the reflective mode limited the cw oscillations to 1.053 gm while maintaining a linear cavity with a good extinction ratio. These polarizers, as well as all optical components, were selected for their high damage threshold (few GW/cm 2 ), minimal loss and wavefront distortions. The amplifier resonator as described above will produce 16 W of cw power at 1.05 gm as measured through a 12% output coupler. The electrooptic switch consists of a static quarter wave plate (WP2) and a Medox Electro-Optics mnodol DR856A Pockols cell (PC) assembly and driver.
Two Pockels cell materials were tested for regenerative amplifier operation, namely, KD*P and LiNbO 3 . As will be discussed, the latter was found to be the superior material for low single-pass gain regenerative amplifiers.
B. Operation
The regenerative amplifier operation can be visualized as four simple steps, (1) trapping a single pulse from the mode-lock seed train in the amplifier resonator, (2) simultaneously Q-switching the amplifier resonator, (3) letting the trapped pulse build up gain by undergoing N round trips, where N > 2, and (4) at saturation, cavity dumping the amplified pulse. The above functions are all controlled by the static quarterwave plate and the single Pockels cell. The Medox Electro-Optic Pockels cell and driver 13 employs a double pulse design with a 6 ns optical rise time. The first quarter-wave transition of the Pockels cell traps the seed pulse and Q-switches the amplifier. The second delayed half-wave transition, cavity dumps the amplified pulse. Alternately, two separate Pockels cells can be used 4 but the Medox design minimizes cavity losses.
Lets consider the operation in more detail. Referring to Fig. 1 , the input and output beams of the amplifier counterpropagate along the same path and diverge after the beam splitter, BS2. Each beam must be p-polarized to transmit through polarizer P1. Conversely, the amplifier resonator will only oscillate on the s-wave as dictated by the reflective mode of the polarizers P1 and P2. Thus, for a pulse to be trapped in the amplifier, it must have its input polarization rotate from p-to s-wave. Initially, with no voltage (zero retardation) on the Pockels cell the static quarter-wave plate is oriented to produce a ir/4 retardation in the amplifier cavity. Thus, the cavity Q is frustrated and any seed pulses entering the cavity will undergo a total r phase shift in four passes through WP2 and exit the amplifier with no gain. Likewise, with a quarter-wave voltage applied to the Pockels cell, the seed pulse will exit after two passes through WP2 and PC. However, a pulse present inside the amplifier during the Pockels cell transition from zero to quarterwave retardation will suffer an additional 7r/4 phase shift and remain trapped in the amplifier. In addition, the same transition will Q-switch the amplifier cavity. Amplification of this trapped pulse will continue with each subsequent pass through the YLF rod until a halfwave voltage (7r/2 retardation) is applied to the Pockels cell. At that time, the pulse is rotated to a p-wave and exits the amplifier through polarizer P1. The optimum time for cavity dumping is equal to the Qswitch buildup time, Tb, which is determined by the characteristics of the resonator and pumping rate. Figure 2 is a photograph of the leakage light through the concave mirror, (Ml) sampled by a fast photodiode during regenerative amplifier operation without cavity dumping. Each successive peak is the single trapped pulse changing i amplitude (gain or decay) a it i'e- turns to mirror Ml in the cavity round-trip time. The gain profile is identical to that of the Q-switched envelope from the same cavity with no seed pulse. The buildup time to the point of maximum photon density for our system is typically 700 ns or 70 round trips. It is at this time that the half-wave voltage is applied to the Pockels cell to initiate cavity dumping. As seen in Fig. 3 , all the energy is removed from the cavity and a single pulse emerges along the output direction. The output in Fig. 3(b) is a 40-ps, 3-mJ pulse running at a 1-kHz repetition rate. The pulse-to-pulse stability is +2%. The highest energy that we have achieved is 5 mJ per pulse at repetition rates up to 700 Hz, limited by the damage threshold of the LiNbO 3 crystal. Figure 4 is a plot of the energy per pulse and average power as a function of repetition rate. As is evident from the curve, there is a roll-off in the energy at 700 Hz. This roll off occurs at a value slightly less than the one reported by Bado et al. 8 We used two methods for determining the mode quality and stability during operation of the regenerative amplifier. These included measuring the beam diameter at various points outside and inside the cavity as a function of lamp pump power and repetition rate. To test the mode structure within the cavity, we used Gaussian beam propagation theory 1 4 to calculate the e-2 radius at various positions in the cavity. The thermal lensing focal lengths f 1 and fil for the YLF rod assumed are typically 15 and -6 m, respectively. 1 5 The calculated beam diameters agree with the measured values at various positions to within 15%. In fact, as the lamp pump energy is varied over its entire dynamic range, no significant change is produced in the mode distributions. Likewise, the same insensi- tivity is observed over a range of repetition rates from 0.2 to 2 kHz. The measured/calculated e-2 diameters of our cavity mode are shown in Fig. 1 . The external far field mode quality was monitored with an IR-sensitive CCD camera. The data were fit using a GaussNewton algorithm. The results of one of the fits is shown in Fig. 5 . This is a I1-D slice of the beam profile taken 6 m from the laser. The figure shows excellent agreement between the data and the lowest-order Gaussian mode, TEMoo. To test the validity of the fits, analyses were conducted that include higher-order modes; this produced no significant improvement in the fits. The ability to operate the regenerative amplifier over a broad range of pump powers and repetition rates is due to the negligible thermal lensing and birefringence of Nd:YLF. In Nd:YAG where thermal lensing is more significant, care must be taken to avoid high energy density buildup within the resonator as the pump power or repetition rate is varied. Consequently, there may be a need to readjust the cavity for their origin in detail. The finite extinction ratio of the polarizers and the limited contrast ratio of the Pockels cell crystal allow some energy to leak out of the cavity through the polarizer during the pulse buildup time. This leakage gives rise to a sequence of premature output pulses (marked B in Fig. 6 ) separated by the round-trip time in the amplifier's resonator. Experimental verification was performed by the addition of a pulse selector in the input seed pulse train prior to injection. This allowed selection of a single seed pulse for injection into the amplifier. The result showed no improvement in the contrast ratio of pulses marked B to the main pulse A. It is worth noting that even though two polarizers are installed in the resonator, only one of them is effective in cavity dumping, thereby further decreasing the contrast ratio of the output. In our case, we observed a ratio of 100:1 between the main output and the largest leading pulse. In applications where frequency doubling of the output is desired, a quadratic reduction of the leakage would be achieved by the nonlinear crystal. Additional cleanup of the fundamental can be done by using an extracavity pulse selector. A KD*P crystal (for better contrast ratio) when used extracavity can be operated at higher repetition rates than an intracavity one because of the lower average power dissipations external to the cavity.
IV. Results
To understand the origin of pulses C, note that there is a difference in the lengths of the oscillator and the amplifier cavities. Every pulse makes two passes through the amplifier's resonator before exiting. Since the two cavity lengths are not equal, there are always two pulses present inside the cavity separated by twice the cavity length difference at the moment the voltages are switched on the Pockels cell. One of them is approaching the switching device for the first time while the other has made one round trip of the cavity. Even if the two cavity lengths are equal, these secondary pulses are still present since the Pockels cell-polarizer combination is not capable of completely rejecting the pulses with wrong polarization. Here one might not be able to resolve the secondary pulses. Our studies using KD*P as an intracavity Pockels cell material did not result in any substantial improvement in suppressing pulses C beyond the limit reached with the LiNbO 3 cell. We believe that this is a consequence of the limited extinction ratio of our intracavity polarizers. Furthermore, the addition of an external polarizer on the amplifier's output results in no change in this contrast ratio, since the pulses C and the main pulse A have the same polarization.
A final consideration in trapping the right seed pulse is the finite rise time associated with the high voltage pulse used to switch the Pockels cell crystal. Obviously, this time has to be shorter than the interval between two consecutive mode-locked seed pulses to achieve single-pulse trapping. For example, in our system the optical switching time is 6 ns which means that for the Pockels cell to switch the polarization of the pulses effectively, our regenerative amplifier's resonator length must be within 2 ns of the oscillator. If the difference in resonator lengths is larger than 2 ns, one or both (depending on the difference) of the secondary pulses would arrive at the Pockels cell when it does not have an exact quarter-wave or zero voltage. This results in a poor contrast ratio. Since a successive pair of alignment for various operational conditions. However, the Nd:YLF system runs with constant mode structure and stability over a large dynamic range and for extended intervals of time without the need for lengthy adjustments. The Q-switching, pulse selection and cavity dumping are controlled by a single Pockels cell. Consequently, the choice of this electrooptic material will effect the purity of the output and the maximum repetition rate. We have evaluated both LiNbO 3 and KD*P crystals for optimum cw regenerative amplifier operation. The crystal dimensions were 9 X 9 X 25 mm. The LiNbO 3 was housed in a dry cell but the KD*P was housed in a specially designed INRAD cell with a 100-pm thick film of deuterated index matching fluid, FC43. This design will minimize thermal blooming problems associated with the fluid. Our criteria for judging the materials' performance are based on the extinction coefficient (contrast ratio), absorption and repetition rate achieved. KD*P is an attractive material because of its higher contrast ratio and relative immunity to acoustic noise at higher repetition rates. However, its high residual absorption (c2.5% single pass) overwhelms its benefits. In our system, the thermal blooming associated with the high absorption became a significant problem at 400 Hz which resulted in the amplifiers' spatial mode becoming unstable. KD*P has not been observed to create severe thermal problems in pulsed high gain regenerative amplifiers running at kHz rates, and at similar energy outputs. 1 6 This is a consequence ofthe smaller number of passes in those amplifiers or the smaller average power loading per single output cycle. The residual absorption is also a source of degrading mode quality. Ultimately, we found LiNbO 3 to be the superior material for our regenerative amplifier's overall performance. Thermal blooming or lensing is negligible in our system since the single-pass absorption is <0.5%. However, the LiNbO 3 is limiting our system's maximum repetition rate due to acoustic ringing. 17 The mechanical stress on the LiNbO 3 crystal as a result of switching high voltages across it deforms the crystal. This deformation and subsequent relaxation propagate through the crystal in the form of acoustic waves. Initially, these waves drastically affected the performance of our Pockels cell at repetition rates >1 kHz. One solution to this problem is to use a larger crystal. Another more practical one is to couple these waves out of the crystal by using a material which has similar acoustic impedence as LiNbO 3 as first reported by Dawes and Sceats,1 8 whose technique we followed. The ground electrode is bonded to a lead block to achieve efficient removal of acoustic energy. This resulted in our laser producing 1 mJ/pulse at 3.5 kHz. Very recently, there has been a report ' 9 of a more efficient method of damping the acoustic waves in LiNbO 3 , involving the coupling of the acoustic waves in a direction transverse to the applied electric field and resonator axis.
V. Discussion
A magnified view of the output of the regenerative amplifier will show that there are some leading and trailing secondary pulses around the main pulse. For example, in Fig. 6 , A is the main pulse, whereas B and C are the secondary pulses. Let us consider the reasons input pulses is necessary to produce this secondary output, application of a pulse selector on the input side of the amplifier greatly enhanced this contrast ratio. We observed that injection of a single seed pulse resulted in an improvement in this contrast ratio >1000:1. The only requirement is that the relative timing of the two Pockels cells must be adjusted to obtain the best possible contrast ratio.
VI. Conclusion
We have reported a Nd:YLF regenerative amplifier with a concave-convex resonator design that minimizes the energy density on critical intracavity optical components while maintaining excellent performance. This system operates at higher repetition rates (3.5 kHz) than previously reported for YAG and YLF regenerative amplifiers. The energy output of our system is also higher as a consequence of our resonator design. The results of our studies on the contrast ratio and mode quality offers a general guideline for regenerative amplifier design and operation. We have also tried to contrast the differences in design considerations as they pertain to choice of materials and method of pumping. Ultimately, the use of cw pumped regenerative amplifiers should result in systems capable of repetition rates >5 kHz and provide an excellent pump source for tunable short pulse amplifiers.
